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Pitch-Black
Hey, what do you think
Hey, what do you do
I love variety
I disagree with society
We don't have to sit and wait
As financial market's bait

Pitch black
there's nothing left to see
Pitch black,
No time to disagree
Pitch black,
We're crawling down the cave
Pitch black
Into society's own grave
Pitch black

Hey, what do you think
Hey, what do you do
Everything is f*cked up
seems nobody's got a clue
Hey, what do you think
Hey, what do you do
I got a rope around my neck
Hey, my future is pitch black

Pitch black (x4)

Pitch black
There's nothing left to see
Pitch black,
No time to disagree
Pitch black,
We're crawling down the cave
Pitch black
Into society's own grave
Pitch black

It's like we're their cattle
Devouring ourselves
They don't know how deep they'll fall
their critical angle of attack
Brings society to stall

Pitch black
There's nothing left to see
Pitch black,
No time to disagree
Pitch black,
We're crawling down the cave
Pitch black
Into society's own grave
Pitch black

Pitch black (x4)

Come to me
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I am here
Yes, it's pitch black
think off the beaten track
The idea becomes a sun
Just hold my hand
And start to run

Creation always leads to stain
They might kill you again and again
Life is sex, is his crown
I'll never let you down

Creation always leaves a stain
They might kill - again and again
but life is existence's crown
I'd never let you down

Pitch black
I will never let you down
Pitch black
I will never let you down
Pitch black
Pitch black
Pitch black
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Drums of Death
Welcome to the future
The air is liquid smoke
Everything is on fire now
No life apart from moss
The darkest dark is what we see
This is not the place to be

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
Hold your breath and come to eight
When we seal the final fate

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
While we cry to feel alive
We need the drums of death

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
While we cry to feel alive
We need the drums of death

We cut down the family tree
And we burned all what was left
In our gated community
To warm our hearts of ice

We sold the past for a better Now
It didn't work out fine
We sold the past for a better Now
Where is the breathing device

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
Hold your breath and come to eight
When we seal the final fate

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
While we cry to feel alive
We need the drums of death

What we see is what we want
There is no turning back
While we cry to feel alive
We need the drums of death

What we see is what we want
What we see is what we want
What we see is what we want
What we see is what we want

What we saw was what we got
There was no turning back
While we tried to feel alive
We need no earth to death

What we saw was what we got
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There was no turning back
While we tried to feel alive
We need no earth to death

What we see is what we want
We need the drums of death

What we see is what we want
We need the drums of death
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Enchanted Dots of Light
Hide and wait like a naked child
Under the sky my heart goes wild
Years are just a drop of time
The love I lost – was not mine

Completely lost in an endless maze
I fought centuries in the haze
Killed the queen of an iron king
I fly again with a broken wing

We create a lie in the upper air
If something happens, it happens there
Start kissing an angel on our side
When we cried we slowly died

Kissing the pain away…
You really want it all
But you can't catch me
When I fall

I seek the things
You arrest inside
You teach the things
You try to hide
It helps to find
You asleep tonight
The night is filled with
Enchanted dots of light
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The Circus
The world is a circus
Oh, look what they can do
To that horse, to that lion
To that tiger and that bear

The world is an arena
And the cage waits in the back
For that eagle, for that monkey,
for that ape and all of you

They applaud, they applaud
To the parody of nature
It's a fraud, it's a fraud
It's a conscience stimulator

What a show, what a show
They present us what they've trained
With that man, with that woman,
With that child and all of us

We consume, we consume
We got to work and then we sleep
We buy and then we eat
When we oppose they shut us up

Make it stop, make it stop
Before the clowns will eat themselves
We gotta leave the circus
Cause we want to see the world

The circus of tears
Plays the requiem of life
Here we go – here we go
It's an animal show – to go
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Rain
Rain keeps falling down, down
Into the rivers of life
Into the oceans of this world
And back up into the sky

Mountains of gold
Are shrinking in time
They vanish into space
Revealing your true face

What is the meaning of All-that-is
Just for a start
I can feel your smile
Right in my heart

Time is calling name by name
Come back to me
Enchanted by the sound
The soul swirls around and round
Time is calling name by name
Come back to me
Enchanted by the sound
My soul bursts into flames

Rain keeps falling down, down
Into the rivers of life
Into the oceans of this world
And back up into the sky

Down on the ground
Everything goes cold
High up in the sky
There is no place to hide

Time is calling name by name
Come back to me
Enchanted by the sound
The soul swirls around and round
Time is calling name by name
Come back to me
Enchanted by the sound
My soul bursts into flames

When you fell onto the ground
I came to warm you
Nothing seems real
It's just about what you feel

I am calling name by name
Come back to me
Enchanted by the sound
The souls burst into flame
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Contract
The leaves turn yellow
Turn brown and red
I can't turn back the time
Too many lies have been said

Empty promises of life
Died one by one
And no one seems to care
That our future is gone

And while I fail
And while I fall
Into the deep hole
I hear your call

United we stand
While we grow old
I want to hold you in my arms
But your feelings grow cold

I must let go
Before you turn to stone
And your frozen heart
Drags us into the unknown

And while we fail
And while we fall
Into the deep hole
We hear your call

While the frontline scattered
Another hope was born
Lest we forget
There is no life without a thorn

In the light of a new day
Ceases the noise of yesterday's lore
And a new strong wave
Is on the way to the shore

And it never fails
And it never falls
Into the deep hole
We wish we hear our call
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Storm Flower
You are the colours in my dreams
Heaven is just not what it seems
We will rise to the limits of it all
We will be the beginning and the fall

We evanesce - into our endless love
Just hold your breath - the angels sigh above
With bare hands we touch the center of it all
At the eleventh hour - we ignite the storm flower

You've seen me first
Then I saw you
All what you said
Sounds like a song in my head

How could I be so blind
I can't get you off my mind
Emotions drip into the lake
Drop by drop - for its own sake

We evanesce - into our endless love
Just hold your breath - the angels sigh above
With bare hands we touch the center of it all
At the eleventh hour - we ignite the storm flower

I love you to the end
Well I hope it's not a lie
And then you said
Today's a good day to die

You are the colours in my dreams
Heaven is just not what it seems
We will rise to the limits of it all
We will be the beginning and the fall

We evanesce - into our endless love
Just hold your breath - the angels sigh above
With bare hands we touch the center of it all
At the eleventh hour - we ignite the storm flower

You are the colours in my dreams
Heaven is just not what it seems
We will rise to the limits of it all
We will be the beginning and the fall
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Acid Ocean
You drink the words
You eat the meaning
You can't get enough
But you're just dreaming

Then you spit it out
You despise your role
And you wait for the next one
To feed your soul

All the things we had
Life stops in its motion
All is melting down
Into the acid ocean
We composed the light
The symphony of notion
The resonance of time
Dies in an acid ocean

Time is the keeper of the track
Nothing ever will come back
And everything falls apart
Into a billion pieces of art

All you want is a dream of life
You hate the ones who try to wake you
You want to go back into the land
Where you are fat and full of purpose

The very last view
Reached deep into space
Into the darkness
Fixed by death

Forever unseen by the eye
A bright sun shines right behind
The refusal to turn around
Merges darkness with mankind
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Black Sanctuary
Amongst angel voices in the skies
I see you wounded on the ground
I spread my wings and fly to you
A raging light turns into sound

Look in my eyes
And let's hide into the night
The time has come to heal the wounds
Black is the sanctuary of light

All the broken hearts
Cry out loud into the rain
I will reach out for you
To take away your pain

Amongst angel voices in the skies
I see you wounded on the ground
I spread my wings and fly to you
A raging light turns into sound

Look in my eyes
And let's hide into the night
The time has come to heal the wounds
Black is the sanctuary of light

I wrap my arms around you
There is a haven for us in sight
Please hold on as the day goes by
Black is the sanctuary of light

Let the demons in your heart
Die by the wind of your own storm
Stop to reflect what they expect
And start to shine in your true form

Look in my eyes
And let's hide into the night
The time has come to heal the wounds
Black is the sanctuary of light

I wrap my arms around you
There is a haven for us in sight
Please hold on as the day goes by
Black is the sanctuary of light
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Nil
I am less than you
Less than love
Less than hate
And less than pain

I am less than birth
Less than death
I am not even here
Ain't got no name

I never was
And I never will be
‘Cause there exists
No time for me

I am nil
No colors – no form
Nothing is like me
I want to be

I am endless
Like the space
Between
Your thoughts

I expand
Into nothing
And my tears
Turn into stars

Without me
There is no place to be
There is no space to see
Emotions are just like me

You can't see me
You can't speak to me
I am nothing
Within the bonds of time
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